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Diffractive (or Binary) Optics
Fe atures
_I_i_Large aperture andlightWeight elements
ii.-:::i_ii!ii_
::_:'.... Aspheric wavefront generation
0 Achromatization of optical systems
....,:,:,iReduction in weight andnumber of lenses
_:_::_'_'_::Eliminates the need for exotic materials
Synthesis of key research and development
issues .....
Extensive technological leveraging
Replication methods for mass production
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Collimation & Beam Expansion
F-Theta Scan Lenses
Anamorphic (Cylindrical Elements)
Microlens arrays --Hartmann Sensors,
Laser Diodes and Detector Arrays
Optical Interconnects
Null Optics for Interferometric Testing
Broadband Optical Systems
Hybrid Diffractive/Refractive Achromats
Beam Shaping for Diode Lasers
Bi-Focal Contact & Intraocular Lenses
Optical Data Storage
Head-up (HUD) and Head-Mounted (HMD)
Displays
Aft-Imager Optics for NASA Sensors
Integrated Optics
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Diffractive (or Binary) Optics
Applications (cont'd)
Sub-Wavelength Structured Surfaces
Anti-Reflection Structured (ARS) Surfaces
Windows and Domes
Low Observable (Stealth) Technology
Detectors and Solar Cells
Polarization Components
Linear Polarizers--::: -_ -- _
Waveplates (half-wave, quarter-wave)
Retarders
Beam Splitters _ -
Narr0wband Filters _
Static Filters (laser end mirrors)
Tunable Filters (laser mode tuners,
optical switches) -: ........
















• Diffractive Zone Boundaries
rI r 2 r 3
r
rm is the radius such that _(rm) = 2 = m
• Blaze Height















Surface Relief Diffractive Optics
Advanced Designs Exist !







Linear and spherical blaze
Laser Writer System _
Vary exposure to shape blaze profile
Replication Methods .i
Compression Molding .









































0.25 - 5 _tm
<0.7 _m
per 0.03 _m/inch
4" x 4" x 0.5"
3.1 hrs/lO0 sq. mm
2 - 256
< 3_inch
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Achromatic Doublet
• Lens Powers • Abbe numbers
_a = Va d)
Va- Vb




Va = 60 Vb = 36













no need for exotic glasses
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Application - Optical Data Storage










• Conventional Glass Doublet
Conventional achromatic doublet
adds weight and size
• Hybrid Doublet
Hybrid
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 110
Field Angle (degrees)
Numerical Apertures:
• Hybrid Doublet - 0.57
• Olympus Triplet - 0.50
•SF57 Singlet - 0,53
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Waveguide Lenses
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tB = 0.67gm tL= 0.371am
Corning 7059 _ L
t
Pyrex _ ........................................':':_'":"' ....................................<""
N B = 1.532, N L= 1.497
AN =-0.035




# zones = 54








# zones = 47
smallest zone = 7.0gin
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• Analytic result for diffraction efficiency
sin2[_:(o_-m)]
_= [_(_. rn)]2
• Wavelength detuning parameter
;_o n(X)-1













"', m = 2
%%
%
m = 0 %..










XO = 0.55 I_m _min -- 0.4 .u,m _k_nax= 0.7 I.l,m
P = 8 F/5.6 11int,poly= (0.95)(0.914) = 0.868
1.0[-....
0.8_'_"'-.
_ iii I-_:_ _-",,,_",,,,, DiffractionLimit
0"00 50 100 150 200 250 300
Spatial Frequency (lines/mm)
• Xo = 10.0 l_m _,min = 8.0 pm _max = 12.0 l_m
Continuous profile F/2 Tlint,poly = 0.955
%%'%%
0.8 "-
F= I "%.... Diffraction Limit
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Use surface structure (small compared to the
illumination wavelength) to synthesize an






Fabricate using Photolithographic Techniques
Features
Supression of Fresnel Reflections
Large Field-of-View and Spectral Bandwidth





• Require ONL Y Ro and TO non-evanescent
incident wave _0_ /# Ro







Max[ni,n s] + ni sinemax
..................... L .... _ .....






Effective Medium Theory (EMT) .















Angle of Incidence Sensitivity of
GaAs 2-D Multilevel ARS Surfaces






10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Angle of Incidence (deg.)
• ARS Surface Parameters
ni=l, n s=3.27,








-Spectral Sensitivity of GaAs
2-D Multi-level ARS Surfaces
= 4-level Pyramidal Profile
-r- 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Wavelength (_m)
• 8-level Pyramidal Profile -'




2-D Binary ARS Surface for GaAs
• Preliminary Results: CAIBE etched GaAs
4.22k Magnification __'_" .
10.00k Magnification
16.50k Magnification




• High-Frequency Surface-Relief Gratings
n__? ' n _i_E_LKF EIlK
K
• Birefringence = An = nE_LK-nEIIK
• An is a function of filling factor f-
f = a/A





















'__rR o no Region 0
.............................................R__, ._,,, ................,,,,_,,_,,,,,,,,,,,,_,,,_,_,,,_,,,,,,,_...., _zR_m ,__:__:_ff _; __: , ,_
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::: _:_' ..... t'__2 ' n .....
:::. ::: :A: :: '. :: :T: m : :[ : ."_ _ : : : .m: :: .j .... Region 3
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
• Only Zeroth Orders Propagating (A < X)
• Coupling occurs between incident wave and leaky wave
• Extremely narrrow FWHM possible.
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Future Directions in Diffractive Optics
Diffractive Optics
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